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ABSTRACT

Hydrogen fuel cell hybrid vehicles are an advance technology that promises to
solve the energy crisis in transportation and green houses emissions. Even more, Plug-in
or extended range vehicles can add diversity in energy sources. Extended range vehicles
have the capability to extract energy from the grid and hence reduce the cost of operation
of the vehicle. EcoCAR: the NeXt Challenge is a Noth American competition with
seventeen schools participating across North America. Missouri S&T is developing a
Fuel Cell Plug-in Hybrid electric vehicle which has a large lithium-ion battery able to
store 16 kWh. The fuel cell powertrain is a GM donated fuel cell which includes an
electric traction motor and three hydrogen storage cylinders. The proposed electrical
storage system consist of five A123 modules which thermal, safety and vibrations
requirements. The present work illustrates all the integration process, describes the
components of the electrical storage system and presents the cost of integration. The case
of the electrical storage system is designed to support 20 g of acceleration for a side and
front crash and 8g of acceleration for a rollover crash, the electrical storage system
modules are vibration isolated with four vibration isolators per module and a failure
analysis is presented. The Missouri S&T prototype is entirely made of aluminum with a
total cost of $40,656, the total weight of the system is 322.65 kg which represents an
energy/weight ratio of 46.59 Wh/kg.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Currently, there is considerable interest around the world in the development of
new vehicle technologies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and the dependence upon
petroleum. The most promising technology to replace the Internal Combustion Engine
(ICE) is the Hydrogen Fuel Cell. Hydrogen is sometimes considered the ultimate clean
fuel due to its different renewable pathways from which it can be produced. Table 1.1
describes the architecture of different powertrain components according to Powertrain
System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT).

Table 1.1 Powertrain architectures
Name

PSAT standard

Mode

Fuel

Full ICE

Gasoline,

components
ICE

Internal

SI CI Combustion

Starter, engine, mechanical
accessories, clutch, gearbox,

Diesel,

Engine

differential, torque coupling,

CNG,

Vehicle

generator, low voltage

LNG, H2,

battery and electrical

E85, LPG,

accessories.

M85,
B20.

EV

Electric

High voltage power battery,

Vehicle

electric motor, gearbox,
differential, DC/DC
converter and electrical
accessories

Full Electric

Electricity
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Table 1.1(cont.) Powertrain architectures
HEV

Hybrid

Engine,

Electric

accessories, torque coupling, mode, cruise mode, Diesel,

Vehicle

generator, high voltage low overdrive
power

mechanical Electric

battery,

converter,

PHEV

mode, CNG,

DC/DC battery charge mode, LNG, H2,

electric

electrical

vehicle Gasoline,

motor, power boost mode, E85, LPG,

accessories, negative split mode

M85,

gearbox, differential.

B20.

Plug-in

Engine,

Electricity

Hybrid

accessories, torque coupling, charge

Electric

generator, high voltage low and blended mode.

Gasoline,

Vehicle

power

DC/DC

Diesel,

motor,

CNG,

mechanical Charge-depleting,

battery,

converter,

electric

electrical

sustaining ,

accessories,

gearbox,

differential

LNG, H2,

and

E85, LPG,

electrical charger.

M85,
B20.

FEV

Fuel

Fuel Cell, DC/DC converter, Electric

Cell

electric

Electric

differential,

Vehicle

battery, electrical accessories.

motor,
Low

vehicle Hydrogen

gearbox, mode, cruise mode,
power overdrive

mode,

battery charge mode,
power boost mode,
negative split mode

FC-

Fuel

Fuel Cell, DC/DC converter, Charge-depleting,

PHEV

Cell

electric

Plug-in

differential,

Hybrid

voltage

Electric

electrical accessories.

Vehicle

motor,
high

battery,

gearbox, charge

sustaining electricity

power and blended mode.
charger,

H2 ,
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In order to ensure the consumer acceptability an extensive analysis must be
performed to correctly integrate the different components of the fuel cell hybrid vehicle.
Charge depleting hybrid vehicles however have a bigger challenge with the large
electrical storage system requirements.

1.2. OBJECTIVES
This work presents the mechanical integration of the several components of an
electrical storage system in an extended range fuel cell hybrid vehicle. The work was
realized in parallel with the design and integration of the Missouri S&T Fuel Cell Plug-in
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (FC-PHEV).
The specific challenge of the Missouri S&T vehicle is to integrate several Fuel
Cell Chevy Equinox (GMT101X) fuel cell hybrid components into the Saturn VUE and
then turn it into a plug-in vehicle with the large Electrical Storage System (ESS). The
ESS main components have been donated from A123®. The GM Saturn VUE 09 is
illustrated in Figure 1.1[1].

Figure 1.1. Saturn VUE 2009 [1]
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The components of the ESS and devices for the correct operation are extensively
described in the present document, furthermore the packaging of the ESS assembly with
all the mechanical constraints are analyzed.

1.3. PROBLEM BACKGROUND
Around the world, energy crisis, air pollution and Green House Gases (GHG)
emissions due to dependence upon fossil fuels, have generated a big concern and has
become a serious problem in human development.
In 2006, most of the world’s marketed energy used was produced by liquid fuels
followed by coal and natural gas representing almost 88% of the share [2]. This means
that most of all the energy used in the world is non-renewable energy. The United States
of America follows the same distribution, the petroleum supplies 10.87 × 1012 kWh,
natural gas 6.97 × 1012 kWh and coal 6.59× 1012 kWh. Furthermore, 71% of the total
petroleum energy is used for transportation which represents the 95% of the total energy
used in transportation [3].Figure 1.2 illustrates the supply sources of energy as well as the
demand sectors. Transportation uses almost all energy from petroleum and it represents a
large portion of the total energy used in the country. Finally, the depleting of petroleum is
causing a significant increase in its price, for example the price of a barrel of petroleum
on July 2008 was $135, significantly higher than the price of $30 on January 2003. [4]
The main GHG are water vapor (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
nitrous oxide (N2O), ozone (O3) and chlorofluorocarbons (CFC). CFC is an organic
compound that contains carbon, chlorine and fluorine. The component that contributes
more to the green house effect is the water vapor followed closely by the carbon dioxide.
However, carbon dioxide is the component that had grown more in the last century, since
the global fossil carbon emissions in 1900 was less than a half of thousand million metric
tons of carbon but in 2008 the emissions were 8 thousand million of metric tons. This
represents an increase of 1600% [5].
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Figure 1.2. Primary Energy Consumption by Source and Sector, 2008 (Quadrillion BTU)

The warming effect on our climate due to increase of GHG, mainly carbon
dioxide, is a fact widely accepted in the scientific community [6]. The effects that global
warming have on the ecosystem and economy, have been modeled and are predicted to
be severe, including increased tropical storms, droughts, and floods [7]. Poor air quality
in urban areas caused by vehicle emissions has a significant negative impact on human
health [8]. In United States of America, 35% of the transportation greenhouse gas
emissions are produced by passenger cars followed by the light trucks with 27%, heavyduty vehicles with 19% and aircraft with 9%. [9]
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The U.S.A’s light-duty vehicle fleet consists of approximately 135 million cars
and 100 million light-trucks which include pick-ups, minivans and sport utility vehicles
(SUVs). New sales in 2006 totaled to nearly 16.6 million units, comprising 81 million
passenger cars and 8.5 million light-trucks, or approximately 7 percent of the total LDV
fleet [10]. In 20th century the original reason for using petroleum derivates as the main
fuel for transportation was the easy extraction, availability and transportation. However,
now the demand of this energy source is really large and its proved reserves are mainly in
countries with political issues. Moreover, its huge supplies are concentrated in a specific
area of the world which creates huge issues in transportation and distribution. For
example, while in the United States of America there were 30.5 thousand million of
barrels in 2008, in Saudi Arabia there was 264.2 thousand million barrels of oil [11]. This
comparison is only in energy, however for extraction purposes, power is an additional
constraint for continuously using this source of energy.
In 2008, the production of oil in United States of America was 6736 thousand
barrels daily, which means the 7.8% of the total share; this production is more than most
of the Middle East countries production [12]. Figure 1.3 illustrates the proved reserves of
oil used in the world.

800
700
600
500
400
300
200
100
0
Asia
Pacifc

North
S. &
America Cent. Africa
America

Thousand
million
barrels
Thoused
million
barrels
of oil

Europe Middle
&
East
Euroasia

Figure 1.3. Proved reserves of oil in 2008
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1.4. PLUG-IN HYBRID VEHICLE POWERTRAINS
The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) defines Plug-in
Hybrid Electric Vehicles PHEV as a car, truck or other vehicle that can be driven solely
by an electric motor for at least ten miles without consuming any gasoline (called a
“PHEV-10”), and with batteries that can be recharged by plugging it into a wall outlet.
[13]
The PHEV has several advantages over regular vehicles. It has better fuel
efficiency, significantly reduces the GHG, reduces operating costs, better mileage than all
electric vehicles, reduces smog and has the plug-in capability which improves the use of
electricity.
PHEVs are considered more energy efficient vehicles because they can be
charged during off peak periods, and are equipped with technology to shut off charging
during periods of peak demand. Finally, extended range vehicles have the ability to load
balance and help the grid during the peak loads. This is accomplished with the vehicle to
grid technology (V2G) By using excess battery capacity to send power back into the grid
and then recharging during off peak times using cheaper power, such vehicles are
actually advantageous to utilities as well as their owners.
Even if such vehicles just led to an increase in the use of night time electricity
they would even out electricity demand which is typically higher in the day time, and
provide a greater return on capital for electricity infrastructure [14].
There are several companies already using the technology of PHEVs, for example
GM’s Chevrolet Volt which is expected to be launched in November 2010. It is a
compact car which uses GM Voltec technology. Voltec technology, former E-Flex, is a
plug-in powertrain with battery-dominant series hybrid architecture. The main
components of the Chevy Volt are: a 1.4l 4-cylinder engine, an electric motor 111 kW
peak power output, 16 kWh Lithium-ion battery. It is important to note that the location
of the lithium-ion batteries is in the center of the vehicle with a T-shape. The Volt
concept and its top view are illustrated in Figure 1.4. [15] [16].
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Figure 1.4. GM Chevrolet Volt [15] [16]

Finally, in plug-in vehicle there is a new system that strongly influences the
performance of the powertrain. The hybrid vehicles for example, have more than two
electrical systems, electrical compressor for the HVAC and more than one loop of
cooling system. In addition to all this, the PHEV needs to add a HV charger and a cooling
system for large batteries, some of the PHEVs have air cooled system, such as the Chevy
Volt, but others use liquid cooled batteries.
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1.4.1. Parallel PHEV. In the parallel hybrid vehicle configuration, both the
electric motor and the internal combustion engine drive the wheels according to the most
optional point and increase the efficiency of the powertrain. There are several
configurations to mechanical integration of a parallel PHEV powertrain. Two options for
a Front Wheel Drive (FWD) vehicle are illustrated in Figure 1.5. The parallel PHEV is
classified as an approach in which the sources of power mechanical are coupled. The top
part of the Figure 1.5 illustrates a vehicle where the mechanical interface between the
motor and the ICE is differential. Another configuration is showed in the second part of
the Figure 1.5 where ICE is directly coupled to the wheels and has a transmotor around
the shaft. The parallel configuration in general allows the motor to assist the engine on
hard acceleration, as well as to take over completely during low driving speed. This
characteristic allows the PHEV to install a small ICE. Moreover, when the car is braking
and the State of Charge (SOC) of battery is low, the electric machine operates as a
generator to power the battery. Unfortunately, this configuration does not allow the ICE
to operate most efficiently.

Motor/
Generat

HV
Inverter

Battery

or

IC
Engin
HV

e
Inverter
Motor/

IC

Genera

Engin

tor

e

Battery

Figure 1.5. Parallel hybrid vehicle configuration
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1.4.2. Series PHEV. In the series hybrid vehicle configuration, the internal
combustion engine is designed to charge the batteries using a generator. Unlike parallel
configuration there is no mechanical interface between the electric machine and ICE.
Figure 1.6 illustrates a series configuration.
When the state of charge of the battery reaches its minimum level, the internal
combustion engine starts to charge the battery using the generator. When the battery is
full, ICE shuts off. The ICEs always run most efficiently in parallel powertrain.
Unfortunately, there is still considerable energy lost during the transformation from
mechanical energy to electrical energy.

Generator

Electric
Motor

IC
Engine

HV
Inverter

Battery

Figure 1.6. Series hybrid vehicle configuration

1.5. TRANSPORTATION HYDROGEN FUEL CELL TECHNOLOGY
Hydrogen is sometimes considered the ultimate fuel due to its different pathways
through which it can be produced. Moreover Fuel Cell technology is not new, NASA has
used for many years to provide power to space shuttles electrical systems.
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PEM Fuel Cell is an electrochemical device that converts hydrogen fuel into
energy and water without combustion. Electrodes present on either side of the Proton
Exchange Membrane are responsible for carrying electric current. An electrolyte between
the electrodes carries the hydrogen ions while not letting the electrons through. PEM fuel
cell has fast start up, low sensitivity to orientation and favorable power to weight ratio.
These characteristics make this type of fuel cell suitable for passenger vehicles. Finally,
most hydrogen fuel cells do not produce enough voltage to power a car so fuel cells are
typically arranged in "stacks." The chemistry of a Fuel Cell is presented in Figure 1.7.
.

Heat
-

Electrolyte

O2 + 4H+ + 4e- => 2H2O

2H2 => 4H+ + 4e-

Anode side

H2

Cathode side

Load

e

O2

H2O
Net reaction: 2H2 + O2 => 2H2O
Figure 1.7. Fuel Cell chemical reaction

Several car companies have already started development of the Polymer Electrode
Membrane (PEM) fuel cell technology with an exhaustive research in this area, for
example General Motors has the Chevy Equinox, a hydrogen fuel cell electric vehicle
that can replace a regular SUV in the current market.
The Chevrolet Equinox Fuel Cell is a 5-door front wheel driven SUV with four
passenger seats, a cargo volume of 906.24 liters and a payload of 340 kg. The fuel
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storage system consists of three carbon fiber cylinders storing 4.2 kg of compressed
hydrogen gas at 700 bars. The Fuel cell system is able to provide a peak power of 93 kW
to the Electrical Traction System. The ETS is a 3-phase asynchronous electric motor with
73 kW continuous, 94 kW maximum power and able to provide 320 Nm of torque. The
Battery system is a nickel metal hydride battery pack with regenerative braking and able
to provide a peak power of 35 kW. The main components of the FC Equinox are
illustrated in Figure 1.8 [18].

Figure 1.8. Chevy Fuel Cell Equinox [18]

The Fuel cell propulsion system has an operating life of 2.5 years or 80,000 km
and its operating temperature is -25oC to +45oC. In addition, the FC Equinox is expected
to meet all applicable 2007 U.S. Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standards (FMVSS).
Finally, the Chevy Equinox does not have petroleum consumption; it is an EPA-certified
zero-emission vehicle (ZEV) that emits only water vapor. It has a zero propulsion system
(greenhouse gases-GHG) emissions and has instantaneous torque [17].
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Furthermore, the state of art of the fuel cell vehicles is presented in Table 1.2 [19].
As it can be seen all the important automotive companies around the world had already
started the development of this zero emissions powertrain.

Table 1.2. The state of the art of fuel cell vehicle technology [19]
Manufacturer

Vehicle

Hybrid Features

DaimlerChrysler

Modified Mercedes-Benz

65 kW drive motor, 350 bar

A-Class "F-Cell"

storage, 150 km range

Modified Ford Focus

85 kW fuel cell, NiMH

"FCV"

battery, 300 km range

Modified Chevrolet

93 kW fuel cell, 35kW

Equinox "Equinox Fuel

NiMH battery, 320 km

Cell"

range

Custom Honda "FCX"

80 kW drive motors, ultra

Ford Motor

General Motors

Honda

capacitors, 430 km range
Hyundai

Nissan

Toyota

Modified Hyundai Tucson

80 kW drive motors, NiMH

"FCEV"

battery, 300 km range

Modified Nissan X-TRAIL

85 kW drive motors, Lion

"FCV"

battery, 350 km range

Modified Toyota

82 kW drive motors, NiMH

Highlander "FCV"

battery, 330 km range

The conclusion is fuel cell hybrid electric vehicles technologies are in an
advanced stage. However, there are still several obstacles which include technical and
political issues. Moreover, the hydrogen storage systems for the vehicle range and fuel
cell stack mass production are the topics on research and development.
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1.6. ADVANCE ELECTRICAL STORAGE SYSTEM
The success of hybrid vehicles technology is primarily due to energy storage
systems. There are several energy storage systems that can be applied for the PHEV,
which includes ultra capacitors, flow batteries, Ni-Cd batteries, Ni-H2 batteries and
recently lithium ion batteries. Li-ion offer potential advantages in energy density, high
discharge voltage, high efficiency of charge/discharge and power density [20] [21].
Moreover, ultra capacitors represent a reliable alternative for FC-PHEV.
Simulations indicate that fuel-efficient hybrid-electric vehicles can be designed using
either batteries or ultra capacitors and that the decision between the two technologies is
dependent on their cost and useful life [22]. Some of the disadvantages of the ultra
capacitors are low energy density compared with Li-ion batteries, low working voltage
and variable voltage which leads to a more complex power electronics. In a FC-PHEV
where the powertrain has large and heavy components the use of ultra-capacitor would
increase the weight of the vehicle.
A Lithium-ion battery is a type of rechargeable battery in which lithium ions
move from the anode to cathode during discharge, and from the cathode to the anode
when charged. Different types of lithium-ion batteries use different chemistry and have
different performance, cost, and safety characteristics. Unlike primary lithium batteries,
lithium-ion cells use an intercalated lithium compound as the electrode material instead
of metallic lithium [23]. The technical characteristics of the current Li-ion battery
technology are energy/weight 100-160 Wh/kg, energy/size 250-360 Wh/l, power/weight
250-340 W/kg and charge/discharge efficiency 80-90%.
As a chemical device, lithium-ion batteries can ignite when are exposed to hightemperature or have a short circuiting. For this reason they normally contain safety
devices that protect the cells from abuse and to protect users.
A123 System is a leading company on lithium-ion batteries for hybrid and plug-in
hybrid vehicles. They offer several types of lithium-ion cylindrical and prismatic
configuration such as 18650 cells, 26650 cells, 32113 cells and 20Ah prismatic cells.
Figure 1.9 [24] [25] illustrates an A123 prismatic cell assembled in a cell which is a basic
component for extended range vehicles electrical storage systems.
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Figure 1.9. Lithium-ion prismatic batteries for plug-in vehicles [24] [25]
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2. FUEL CELL PLUG-IN HYBRID ELECTRIC VEHICLE

2.1. ECOCAR: THE NEXT CHALLENGE
This thesis is integrated in parallel with the development of the Fuel Cell Plug-in
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (FC-PHEV) in Missouri University of Science and Technology
during the periods of 2008-2010. Missouri S&T was selected from over 300 schools to
be part of the EcoCAR: The NeXt Challenge.
EcoCAR: The NeXt Challenge is a new collegiate Advanced Vehicle Technology
Competition (AVTC) which kicked off in the fall of 2008. Sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and General Motors (GM), as well as by Natural Resources
Canada and other industry leaders, EcoCAR challenges engineering students from
universities across North America to re-engineer a GM vehicle, minimizing energy
consumption, emissions, and greenhouse gases while maintaining the vehicle’s utility,
safety, and performance[26].
The challenge selected 17 schools across United States of America and Canada,
between all of them only two schools were selected to receive a hydrogen system to
integrate it into the school’s powertrain, Missouri S&T from United States of America
and Waterloo from Canada.
During the first year of EcoCAR competition, the teams used math based design
tools such as Powertrain Systems Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) in order to select an advanced
vehicle powertrain to meet the technical specifications of the competition. Moreover,
teams used CAD software to ensure that their chosen components fit into their donated
vehicle and that the electrical, mechanical and software systems function properly.
Finally, teams also used software-in-the-loop (SIL) and hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) to
develop better controls and subsystems.
The Finals of the first year was in Toronto Canada in summer 2009, it was an
entire week full of presentations, reports and several types of events Figure 2.1 [27]
illustrates all the members of EcoCAR: The NeXt challenge that includes team members,
sponsors and organizers.
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Figure 2.1. EcoCAR: The Next Challenge first year finals [27]

The second year of EcoCAR competition is focused on the mechanical integration
of the different components selected in the previous year. In November 2009, Missouri
S&T received a Saturn VUE 2009 which is a mid-size SUV with a unibody structure
construction.
Finally, the team is using NX Siemens® for the CAD integration and most of the
finite element analysis was perform with ANSYS® and FLUENT®.

2.2. VEHICLE ARCHITECTURE DESCRIPTION
Missouri S&T EcoCAR team performed several simulations of the Powertrain
System Analysis Toolkit (PSAT) in the first part of the design in order to determine the
best architecture for the competition. After several simulations the team decided to
integrate a Fuel Cell Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (FC-PHEV) and its characteristics
are presented in the Vehicle Technical Specification in Table 2.1[28].
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The teams vehicle technical specification (VTS) has to achieve the competition
requirements, which are defined mainly by the production VUE 09 specifications. The
range does not achieve the competition requirements and the weight is in the limit
allowed. During the mechanical integration these parameters are considered to keep the
vehicle in the competition requirements.

Table 2.1. Missouri S&T EcoCAR vehicle technical specifications
Specification
EcoCAR
Acceleration from
0 to 60
Acceleration from
50 to 70

Competition
Production VUE

Requirement

VTS

10.6 s

≤ 14 s

9.8

7s

≤ 10 s

5.8

UF Weighted FE *
Towing Capacity

Competition

Missouri S&T VTS

8.3 l/100 km
680 kg (1500 lb)

7.4 l/100 km
≥ 680 kg @ 3.5%,
20 min @ 72 kph

7.4 l/100 km
680 kg @45 mph

Height: 457 mm
Cargo Capacity

0.83 m3

Depth: 686 mm

0 .83 m3

Width: 762 mm
Passenger Capacity 5

≥4

4

Braking 60 - 0

38 m- 43 m

< 51.8 m

< 51.8 m

Mass

1758 kg

≤ 2268 kg

2238 kg

Starting Time

≤2s

≤ 15 s

≤ 15 s

Ground Clearance

198 mm

≥178 mm

≥178 mm

Range

> 580 km

≥ 320 km

305 km
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The powertrain of the proposed architecture consists of a GM proprietary 95 kW
PEM hydrogen fuel cell, A123® Systems 16 kWh Lithium-ion prismatic modules,
BRUSA® DC/DC converter, MOTOTRON® controller and an 80 kW continuous 110 kW
peak power electric motor which are connected in series architecture. Figure 2.2 shows
the main components and location of the of Missouri S&T architecture.
This FC-PHEV achieves a plug-in hybrid characteristic for the vehicle with a
large 16 kWh electrical storage system and the BRUSA NLG5 charger. The ESS system
consists of five series connected modules which have several sub-system requirements,
such as specific temperature, safety exhaust system and vibration requirements. All these
systems will be discussed and presented in the following chapters.

Figure 2.2. Fuel Cell Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
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2.2.1. Vehicle Electrical Systems diagram of the vehicle architecture of the
Missouri S&T EcoCAR has been included in Figure 2.3 [29]. This architecture requires
two high voltage junction boxes: the GM Power Management Distribution Module (GM
PDM) and the S&T designed Energy Storage Power Distribution Module (S&T PDM).
The system contains four sets of contactors that allow the vehicle to operate in two
different electrical modes; Electric Vehicle Mode (EVM) and Fuel Cell Hybrid Mode
(FCHM). The EVM allows for the vehicle to operate with power from the ESS without
using the dc/dc converter. This will improve the efficiency in this operational mode as no
power used from the auxiliary loads (12V converter, A/C compressor, cabin heater, and
front cooling fan) will be processed by the dc/dc converter. Finally these contactors will
be controlled during grid charging of the ESS.

Fuel Cell System

Converter

Energy

Motor

Balance

Inverter

Traction
Motor

Hydrogen
Auxiliary

Energy

Loads

Storage

Charge

System

r

Grid

Figure 2.3. Missouri S&T High Voltage Architecture [29]

The A123 Systems Energy Storage System is connected to the S&T PDM. The
S&T PDM allows direct connection of the ESS to the GM Electric Traction System for
increased regenerative capability and improved performance of the ETS. The S&T PDM
contains several contactors to allow the vehicle to run in a pure EV mode without the use
of the bidirectional DC/DC converter and for a Fuel Cell mode in which the DC/DC
converter is used to push power from the Fuel Cell system into the ESS or the ETS
depending on road demand and control.
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2.2.2. Vehicle Control Architecture This design includes three different control
areas: the fuel cell power module (FCPM), the fuel cell propulsion system (FCPS), and
the platform control system. The FCPM area contains all of the ancillary systems
required to operate the fuel cell. The FCPS contains the system essential for power
balance in the vehicle and the hydrogen delivery system. The platform area contains the
vehicle safety system and human to machine interface system. The charge depleting cycle
shows the low power use of the fuel cell with increase in the power demand to limit the
discharge of the energy storage system. This discharge limit has been set at 1C (one hour
discharge rate) or 16kW. In the charge sustaining operation, the fuel cell meets the
average power demand of the vehicle for the drive cycle. The ESS DC/DC converter is
limited to 28 kW sustained operation with peaking operation up to 40.5 kW based on
thermal conditions. Therefore while in charge sustaining operation the fuel cell cannot
act as a perfect power follower. The ESS will be required then to meet the balance of the
power required. The vehicle operation has three propelling modes of operation: charge
depleting, charge sustaining and all electric; with three braking modes: friction, all
regenerative and hybrid which form the supervisory control strategy for the vehicle. The
transitions are based on the ESS state of charge, acceleration power demand, deceleration
demand, vehicle speed, time since fuel cell startup, and regenerative braking capability as
determined by state of charge and current output power of the fuel cell. The decision of
high velocity and high acceleration is generally based on the calculated power demand of
the drive cycle and the duration of this demand [30].
2.2.3. Vehicle Hydrogen Storage System The Hydrogen Storage System (HSS)
is in charge to store and provide hydrogen to the Fuel Cell system. The HSS is composed
by three carbon composed cylinders with a layer of steel, high voltage heating system and
safety devices. Each of the hydrogen cylinders has the dimension of ø391.5mm x 737.5
mm and a total mass of 191 kg. The hydrogen gas is filled in these cylinders by
pressurizing at 700 bar and 15ºC. The HSS is able to store approximately 4 kg of
hydrogen at the specified pressure.
The GM Equinox HSS cylinders are produced by Quantum Fuel Systems
Technologies Worldwide [31]. Figure 2.4 [32] illustrates the different components of
each of the hydrogen cylinders. In addition, GM research showed that the HSS is even
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more safe that gasoline tanks and at its location, is able to support forces up to 35 to 40
kN [33].

Protection Layer (damage resistant)
Carbon Composite Shell (structural)
Foam Dome (Impact protection)

High molecular weight polymer liner (gas barrier)

In-tank gas temperature sensor

Gas outlet solenoid
In-tank regulator
Pressure sensor
Pressure relief device (thermal)

Figure 2.4. Hydrogen Storage System cylinders [32]

2.2.4. Fuel Cell Power Module Missouri S&T EcoCAR team is going to use a
GM fuel cell system which includes the balance of the plant and the Electrical Traction
System (ETS). The FC system has a peak power output of 95 kW and it has relatively
low response time. The balance of the plant includes air compressors for the intake, air
humidifiers, heaters and hydrogen inlet system. As it is well know the fuel cell system
has a high rate of heat dissipation which implicates a complex cooling system that will be
described in next chapter. The Fuel cell stack used for the team is presented in Figure 2.5
[34][35]. The total weight of the fuel cell system is 250 kg (without the cooling system)
and has a volume of 405 liters; the stack has a volume of 104 liters and uses a total of 80
grams of platinum [36].
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Figure 2.5. Fuel Cell Stack [34] [35]

2.2.5. Thermal Systems Missouri S&T EcoCAR has a complex cooling system
which includes four loops. The cooling loops are: The high temperature cooling loop, the
low temperature cooling loop, the electrical storage system cooling loop and the HAVC

HVAC
Electrical Storage System

DC/DC
converter

Figure 2.6. Missouri S&T FC-PHEV cooling loops

Condenser

Balance of the plant

assembly

Radiators

Fuel Cell

loop. Figure 2.6 illustrates the location of the cooling loops.
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The first cooling loop is only for the Fuel Cell stack and is dominated as the high
temperature cooling loop. The fuel cell stack has a very narrow operating range of
temperatures; 80-85°C is the optimum temperature range, with 87°C as the maximum
temperature. The components in the high temperature loop generate roughly 90 kW of
heat at maximum operating conditions. Fuel cell rejects nearly all of the waste heat into
the coolant, as opposed to internal combustion engines, which reject heat to the coolant
and through the exhaust. This puts quite strain on the cooling system, so a very effective
cooling system is needed.
Fuel cells are very sensitive to impurities; a special coolant has to be used to
prevent contamination of the fuel cell. Currently, a low electrical conductivity coolant is
used, with an ion exchanger in the coolant reservoir to maintain the low conductivity.
Furthermore, in order to prevent impurities from harming the fuel cell, the radiator lines
have to be vacuum brazed to prevent contamination from the flux used in brazing. Brass
and copper fittings can also lead to impurities in the coolant, so they are not to be used.
The second cooling loop is the low temperature loop. This loop uses a mixture of
60% ethylene glycol and 40% water by weight. This fluid is commonly used in
convective heat transfer applications. The systems that are on the low temperature loop
include the high voltage bidirectional DC/DC converter, electric traction system, power
management distribution system, and compressor unit. The components that are under
our control as a team are the radiator, coolant pump, and coolant reservoir.
The third cooling loop is the electrical storage system loop. The team is using
regular water glycol as the coolant and five cooling plates for each module. The radiator
of this system will be located in the front of the vehicle and it will be couple with the
radiators assembly.
Finally, the last loop is for the HVAC. Due the packaging of the ESS the HVAC
blower has been removed and relocated in the trunk of the vehicle. The team is using a
condenser in the modified rear cradle. Finally, the electrical AC compressor is relocated
in order to provide more space for the fuel cell stack.
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2.3. STRUCTURAL MODIFICATION
The team had to make several modifications to the vehicles structure in order to
locate all the powertrain components. In order to install the Fuel Cell the team had to
replace the current front cradle for a similar one in order to use the correct contact points
of the fuel cell. The installation of the HSS was the component which required more
modification than all.
The HSS is located in order to avoid any kinematics interference with the rear
suspension and it had a body cutting area of 766 x 800 mm2. The HSS was located as low
as possible in order to allow an acceptable location for the Electrical Storage System
(ESS) and keep the possibility to install the rear seats for consumer acceptability. There
are seven components that are going to be either removed or modified and are going to be
replaced with three beams showed in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7. Crossing member reinforcements
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3. ELECTRICAL STORAGE SYSTEM DESIGNTHIS

3.1. COMPONENTS AND SUBSYSTEMS
In order to have the Electrical Storage Battery operational, it needs several
subcomponents in the high voltage electrical system. The main components of the ESS
system are the high voltage charger, DC/DC converter, ESS Power Distribution Module,
ESS Electrical Distribution System, ESS Battery Control Module, and the A123
prismatic modules. The ESS is composed by five A123 prismatic modules illustrated in
Figure 3.1. [37].

Figure 3.1. A123 prismatic modules components [37]
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The ESS charger is located in the trunk of the vehicle; it is an air cooled system
which will extract air from the posterior area of the rear wheel house. The high voltage
battery charger NLG5 is manufactured by BRUSA® The low voltage battery will keep
the same location of the Saturn VUE. Both components are presented in Figure 3.2. [38].
The ESS charger is the connection between the ESS and the grid.

Mounting holes

Output plug battery

Cooling Fan

Input plug Mains

Control plug

LED Display

Figure 3.2. High voltage charger [38]

In order to stabilize the high voltage electrical system, the FC-PHEV needs a
DC/DC converter. Missouri S&T is using a BRUSA DC/DC converter 412, the
component has the following dimensions: 433 x 156 x 100 mm3 and has a mass of 10.25
kg.
The DC/DC converter is illustrated in Figure 3.3. It is important to note that this
high voltage device has a pressure balance membrane to stabilize the inside pressure. The
DC/DC converter will be located under the vehicle at the same level of the hydrogen
cylinders bottom plate; it will be couple to the frame of the vehicle using a steel brackets.
The location of the DC/DC converter will reduce the amount of high voltage wiring
inside the vehicle.
The DC/DC converter is a liquid cooled devices, the inlets of the system is
presented in Figure 3.3 [39]. The coolant requirements will vary according to the mode of
operation. BRUSA® recommends different conditions and the team had access to
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experimental test of the converter. The team decided to couple this component to the low
temperature cooling loop and run 4l/min and an inlet of 25oC-35oC.

Control plug
Low-side power
connector

Pressure balance
membrane

Cooling
Pipes

High-side power
connector
Mounting
Holes

Figure 3.3. Image of Missouri S&T EcoCAR DC/DC converter [39]

Another important high voltage component is the Electrical Storage System
Power Distribution Module (ESS PDM), the main function is to easily change between a
Electrical Vehicle design to a Fuel Cell hybrid design. It is composed mainly of
contactors, fuses and wiring. The location of this component will be next to the water
vapor exhaust system under the vehicle.
Inside the pack there are two important components that allow the ESS pack to be
electrical operational, the ESS Electrical Distribution Module that basically measures the
current, measures the Hall Effect, and is composed mainly by contactors, resistors and
sensors. The other important component in the pack is the Battery Control module that
interacts with the main vehicle controller. Other components that the team needed to
install in the pack are services disconnect switch and a high voltage fuse.
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Finally, the ESS design for the vehicle contains the entirety of the system in the
passenger cabin. Should an off-gas event occur it is essential that the design vents the
hazardous gases out of the vehicle. In order to ensure that this occurs, the ESS enclosure
has been designed with a rupture disk exposed to the environment with a gasket material
used to seal the constructed pack. The specifications have been included below with
datasheets in the appendix. The rupture disc is located in a plastic holder that is mounted
in the bottom plate of the aluminum case. The Rupture Disk is designed for pressure
relief valve applications, FIKE AD-80. The specifications are presented in the ANNEXE:
A and it is illustrated in Figure 3.4. [40].

Figure 3.4. Rupture Disc [40]

The team will do a leak test to ensure the casing isolation, the procedure is described:


Follow ESS assembly procedure alleviating the placement of all internal electronics
and related devices



Seal off cooling loop connections using screw caps



Screw on pressure connection onto high voltage connection point



Attach air compressor to pressure connection fitting
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Apply either Snoop or mixture of soap and water to all seals and joints



Turn on air compressor and allow it to run until 5 psi is achieved with the ESS pack



Turn off air compressor and check for bubble formation



Monitor pressure gauge for 15 minutes to ensure no leakage has occurred

3.2. ELECTRICAL DESIGN
The electrical design developed by the team was mainly focused in the Electrical
Storage System Power Distribution Module. A layout of this design is presented in Figure
3.5 [41]. The ESS PDM is focused to manage the power flows between the fuel cell bus,
the battery, the traction motor, and any charging circuitry. In addition, the ESS PDM

ETS
Motor
[1821]

Switch

control the contactors that allow for both hybrid and battery only (EV) modes.

Traction Drive Inverter
Supplier: GM [CNV1824]
Type: Motor Drive Inverter
Voltage:240-450 to 3 Phase
Power: 80kW [S] ; 110 kW [P]
Switch

Energy Storage System
Supplier: A123
Voltage: 312-450V; 413 Vnom
Discharge: 52kW; 173kW[10s P]
Charge: 18kW; 86kW[10s P]
Energy:
16.1 kWh
Contactors

S&T Energy Storage
Power Distribution
Module (ES PDM)

PDM
Control

Fuse

C2

C3

ESS DC/DC Converter
Supplier: Brusa [BDC 412]
Type:
Bidirectional Boost Converter
Voltage: 290-410V to 325-450
Power: 28 kW [S] , 40.5 kW

Stationary
Charger

C4

ESS Charger
Supplier: Brusa
Voltage:120Vac to
260-520Vdc
Power: 3.3kW

Grid

Figure 3.5. Energy Storage System Power Management and Distribution Module [41]
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3.3. MECHANICAL DESIGN
3.3.1. CAD The main distribution of the pack is shown in Figure 3.6, as it can be
seen five modules will be located in two rows, with two upper modules and three lower
modules. The case will be designed to be airtight with enclosures covering a strong
understructure (gray). The case has three removable parts as it can be seen in bottom part
of Figure 3.6. The central removable part has metal rails that allow for easy maintenance
removal. This removable cover is made of thin steel and will be lined with a rubber
gasket to ensure the airtight seal. In addition, two more removable compartments are
presented; each one will be removable in the direction showed.

Figure 3.6. ESS Distribution
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The main cover will be secure by bolts to the structural frame and will feature a
special inlet shape for driver comfort; Figure 3.7. Casing details of the ESS presents
details of the design. In order to ensure airtight there will be several bolts installed.

M6 Screws
Gaskets Location

Figure 3.7. Casing details of the ESS

The other faces of the case will be welded to the structure to assure stability. The
ESS has two main sub-systems, the electrical packaging and the cooling system
packaging:
Electrical Packaging, The main components of the electrical system are the BCM
and EDS, shown in green in Figure 3.8, they are located next to the external pack
connector. Moreover the manual service disconnection and the high voltage fuse will be
located with the upper modules. The manual service disconnection and the fuse are
electrical isolated to the case. The location of the manual service disconnection is
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accessible through the top removable case of the second section of the pack. Between the
modules there will be a special HV connection in order to reduce the unnecessary wire.
The manual service disconnection will be pulled to the top of the battery pack. The BCM
and EDS are located in a removable plate. Finally this system is completely isolated from
the others, i.e. if there is leaks in the cooling system there will not a form to touch the
electrical system.

SBX 350 MSD
Fuse 170 M3018
A123 Module
CD21AA Connector

A123 BCM
A123 EDM

Figure 3.8. Electrical System Packaging

Cooling System, The cooling system has two sets of cooling plates, each of one
connected in parallel Figure 3.9 shows the inlet and outlet of the cooling plate system.
The first set of cooling plates has three plates interconnect with a 1 in. hose. The second
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set of plates will have similar configuration but with only two modules. Each manifold
has eight entrances to the cooling plate with 5 x 5 mm2. The aluminum plates will be
supported on top of the structural plate. The space that this structural plate provides will
hold the hoses and the manifolds of the cooling plates. The connections of the cooling
plates set will be outside the casing in order to avoid contact between the HV system and
the cooling system.
Finally in order to reduce the thermal resistance between the plate and the module
thermal grease will be located on top of the cooling plate.

Manifolds
Hoses
Cooling plate

Figure 3.9. Cooling plate assembly

3.3.2. Mounting Concept Each pack of module will be hold on top of a battery
structural plate, which will hold the selected vibration isolators. The vibration isolators
are going to go through the pack. These vibration isolators will be connected to the
Structural Plate B which will work as a mechanical connection with the modules bolts.
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Finally the 4 hardened bolts (class 12.9) and the locking nuts will be located
under the cooling plate in the Structural Plate B. The first structural plate will have hooks
in the sides in order the hold two straps per modules. The configuration of the top plate is
illustrated in Figure 3.10. In addition four nylon straps will hold each module; this
should hold up to 60 kg of force. The straps will be tied to the reinforcement structure.
The nylon webbing straps are 3 in with a thickness of 0.5 in.

Straps
Bolts
Cooling plate
Structural Plate B
Vibration Isolators
Structural Plate A

Figure 3.10. Mounting concept for each Module
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3.3.3. Structural Analysis The structural analysis has been done by considering
an acceleration of 20 g in the X-direction, 8 g in the Y direction and 20g in the Zdirection. The center of gravity was initially calculated and it is located at the point
(1126, 225, 0) mm. For the acceleration in X-direction, the force is estimated to be
39,240 N. The reaction forces generated by this force have been calculated at each
support point i.e. A, B, C and D and E. Figure 3.11 illustrates the brackets locations.

Bracket E
Bracket D
Bracket C

y
z

Bracket B
x
Bracket A

Figure 3.11. Brackets in the electrical storage system

The analysis was divided in two steps, the first step was to determinate the forces
actuating in each contacts point of the case as a single box, then with the actuating forces
design the dimensions of the brackets. Finally the crossing members were analyzed to
ensure the location of the ESS modules. In the present documents the forces, momentous,
finite element analysis and factor of safety are illustrated.
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The forces and moments caused due to the acceleration of 20 g in the X-direction
at points A, C, D and E are tabulated in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. Pressure and moments at points A, C, D and E in X direction
POINTS:

A

C

D

E

PRESSURE (N/m2) 98888.8 -2591.92 7.822*10^5 2.723*10^3
4175.57 - 53.878

MOMENT (Nm)

- 13451.85

-62.604

The forces and moments caused due to the acceleration of 8 g in the Y direction at
points A, C, D and E are tabulated in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2. Pressure and Moments at A, C, D and E in Y direction
POINTS

A

C

PRESSURE (N/m^2)

49922.66 -48717.94 0.340*10^6

MOMENT (Nm)

-2107.98

1012.7

D

5859.25

E
-2723.04
62.6

The forces and moments caused due to the acceleration of 20 g in the Z-direction
at points A, C, D and E are tabulated in Table 3.3.

Table 3.3. Pressure and Moments at A,C, D and E in Z direction
POINTS:

A

C

D

E

PRESSURE (N/m2) -72.018*10^6 66.84*10^6 141.99*10^5 -8.65*10^6
MOMENT (Nm)

3.04*10^6

1.389*10^6 -2.44*10^5

-1.99*10^5
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The forces and moments caused due to the acceleration of 20 g in the Negative Xdirection at points C, D and E are tabulated in Table 3.4.

Table 3.4. Pressure and Moments at C, D and E in negative X direction
POINTS:

C

D

E

PRESSURE (N/m^2)

- 350.085 * 10^3 -267.71*10^3 -133.855 * 10^3

MOMENT (Nm)

-7277.22

4603.90

3.077*10^3

The forces and moments caused due to the acceleration of 8 g in the Y-direction
at Support B are calculated to have a pressure in the top surface of 145.982 x 103 N/m^2
and a momentum due the distance to the center of gravity of 1.471 x 103 N.m
Moreover, the forces and moments resulting on the hook due to the acceleration
of 8 g in the Y-direction are 1.502 x 106 N/m2 considering four hooks per module. The
straps were selected to support the tensile forces.
The removable side supports as shown in will support the 20 g acceleration
situation for two modules. The bracket will hold up to two battery packs (35 kg each)
times 20 g which is a force of 1,374 N.
Using the forces and moments calculated a Finite Element Analysis was
performed using ANSYS®. The element used for the structural analysis is an 8-node 185
Solid element. The material considered is Structural steel - ASTM-A36 whose Young's
modulus is 200 GPa and the Poisson's ratio = 0.3.
Figure 3.12 illustrates the finite element analysis of Bracket A.
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Figure 3.12. Finite Element Analysis results of Support A

The maximum values of the deformation and stress for support A are 0.674 mm
and 0.15 x 109 N/m2 respectively. The Factor of safety (FOS) is given by the ratio of
Ultimate strength to the applied stress. Ultimate strength of steel is 550 MPa. Thus FOS =
3.66. Thus the design is optimal and the FOS is within the specified range.
The FEA of Bracket C using the loads and constraints are illustrated in Figure 3.13.

Figure 3.13. Finite Element Analysis results of Support C
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The maximum values of the deformation, stress and strain for Support C are 2.162
mm and 0.822 x 108 The Factor of safety (FOS) is given by the ratio of ultimate strength
to the applied stress. Ultimate strength of steel is 550 MPa. Thus FOS = (550 x
106)/(0.822x108) = 6.690. Thus the design is optimal.
The FEA of Bracket D using the loads and constraints are illustrated in Figure
3.14.

Figure 3.14. Finite Element Analysis results of Support D

The maximum values of the deformation, stress and strain for Support D are
2.929 mm and 0.838 x 108. The FOS is 6.563. Thus the FOS is within the specified range
and the design is optimal.
The FEA of Bracket D using the loads and constraints are illustrated in Figure
3.15.
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Figure 3.15. Finite Element Analysis results of Support E

The maximum values of the deformation, stress and strain for Support E are 0.110
mm and 0.199x109 N/m2, the factor of safety is 2.763. Thus the design is optimized.
Similarly the FEA of Bracket C is performed and it is illustrated in Figure 3.16.

Figure 3.16. Finite Element Analysis results of Support C
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The maximum values of the deformation and stress for Support C are 7.06 mm
and 0.449 x108 N/m2. The Factor of safety (FOS) is 12.25. Thus the design of the Support
C is optimal.The analysis of Bracket B is presented in shown in Figure 3.17.

Figure 3.17. Finite Element Analysis results of Support B

The maximum values of the deformation and stress for Support B are 1.561 mm
and a maximum stress of 0.103x109 N/m2. The FOS is 5.34, thus the design is optimal
and the FOS is within the required limits.
In addition all main internal components were analyzed. The hooks located in the
structural plate supporting the nylon straps holding the battery modules are presented in
Figure 3.18.
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Figure 3.18. Finite Element Analysis results of the Hook

The maximum values of the deformation and stress for the hook are 1.766 mm
and 0.267x109 N/m2. The factor of safety is 2.06.
Finally, Figure 3.19 illustrates the analysis of the crossing members in the case.
The FOS of this element is 32.7 however this is not a relevant parameter. The
displacement on the other hand has to be reduced; this member has a displacement of 7.5
mm adding two of those support will ensure the displacement.

Figure 3.19. Removable side support
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Table 3.5 is the summary of the FEA performed on the supporting brackets, hook
and the removable side cross member in X, Y and Z directions respectively.

Table 3.5. FEA Summary
Actuating

ITEM

force

Maximum

Maximum

Factor of

Stress (N/m2)

Deformation

Safety

direction
X-direction

Y-Direction

Z-Direction

(mm)
Support A

0.150 x 109

1.301

3.666

Support C

NA

NA

NA

Support D

0.838 x 108

2.929

6.563

Support E

NA

NA

NA

Support A

0.755 x 108

0.674

7.284

Support B

0.103 x 109

1.561

5.34

Support C

0.822 x 108

2.162

6.690

Support D

0.502 x 108

4.98

10.95

Support E

NA

NA

NA

Hook

0.267 x 109

1.766

2.06

Support A

NA

NA

NA

8

Support C

0.223 x 10

18.63

24.66

Support D

0.250 x 109

12.986

2.2

Support E

0.199 x 109

0.11

2.76

Removable side

0.162 x 108

7.5

32.7

cross member
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3.3.4. Vibration Analysis
The recommendation of the battery manufacture is to have a system of natural
frequency more than 50 Hz in combine with the vibration isolators. The team decided to
uses four vibration isolators per module. The weight of each module is almost 16 kg.
After a selection process the team selected a cylindrical vibration isolator which
has a spring rate than 8.8 kg /mm. The static deflection is 0.6 mm and a natural frequency
of 20.4 Hz. The selected vibration isolator is illustrated in Figure 3.20. The diameter (A)
is 5/8”, height (B) 5/8”, the thread length (C) (D) is ½”. The compression spring rate is
370 lbs/in.

Figure 3.20. Vibration isolator

3.4. THERMAL ANALYSIS
The FC-PHEV has four cooling loops in the design: low temperature cooling
loop, high temperature cooling loop, electric storage system cooling loop and AC system.
The primary functions of these cooling loops are to maintain the heat producing
components within the optimum operating conditions. The high temperature loop takes
care of the fuel cell stack, while low temperature cooling loop take care of the thermal
loads of DC/DC converter, ETS, and PDM. As the ESS cooling loop is taking care of the
battery pack cooling, the rest of this report concentrates on this loop. The architecture of
these cooling loops is as shown in Figure 3.21. The radiators’ locations are presented in
green.
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Five cooling plates connected in
series

Figure 3.21. The ESS cooling loop

The high temperature flow which carries the heat produced from the battery
modules is fed directly to the radiator pack through a reducing valve. The function of the
reducing valve is to increase the heat transfer rate in the radiator. The radiator pack
consists of four different radiators and a fan to provide the necessary air flow rates into
the radiator. The stack consists of the ESS radiator, HVAC, Power electronics, and Fuel
cell radiator. All the radiators use water glycol mixture except the fuel cell radiator. Fuel
cell radiator is a custom build radiator which uses de ionized water as the coolant. All
other radiators are already installed in the Saturn VUE provided by GM to Missouri S&T.
In order to determine the heat loads of each battery module, a simulation based on
the drive cycle is done over a period of time. The drive cycle chosen is based on the
worst case scenario of producing maximum heat. The team ran the drive cycles in the
Simulink® model and determines the load requirements for the drive cycle at different
operating conditions. For example, the top graph in Figure 3.22 represents the power
requirement of the battery pack over the US06 drive cycle. The Powertrain System
Analysis Toolkit PSAT models were used to complement the conditions of the analysis.
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Figure 3.22. US06 Drivecycle PSAT and Simulink Simulation

It can be inferred from the simulation that the RMS value of the power
requirement from the entire battery pack is 33 kW or a 2C discharge. Then the power
flow from the entire battery pack for the drive cycle is also determined as shown in
second graph.
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From the resistance values provided by A123 Systems, we determine the heat
generated in each module and for the entire pack using the equation:
2
Q = Irms
R dc

(1)

Where, Q is the heat generated in watts, I is the current flow in amperes and R is
the resistance in ohms. Moreover, Figure 3.22 shows the heat loads produced from each
modules and the entire pack respectively for the drive cycle. The RMS value of the heat
produced is then determined and is found to for the entire pack and for each module. The
cooling design for the battery modules is based on these values. The maximum thermal
load produced in the module is for a very short period of time, about 10 seconds.
Therefore we take care of these maximums by increasing the flow rates in the control
strategies.
The temperature profile of the battery pack is then calculated from the heat
produced at different ambient temperatures. Figure 3.22 shows the temperature profile for
the battery pack of different ambient temperature of 45oC, which is considered to be
worst case scenario of driving in a desert. The changes in resistance in the battery pack
with respect to change in ambient temperatures are not taken into account due to the lack
of information.
Table 3.6 compares different drive cycles US06, LA92, UDDS, and HWFET for
different operating conditions of Charge Depleting (CD), Charge Sustaining (CS), and
Electric Vehicle (EV) modes at 45 oC. By examining the heat loads produced in the drive
cycles it can be inferred that heat is generated at very high rate when the vehicle is
running in EV mode. Also US06 produce the maximum amount of heat. This is
considered as the worst case scenario, i.e. US06 operating in EV mode at 45 oC ambient
conditions.
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Table 3.6. Heat and Power Demand for Different Drive cycles and Mode of Operation
CS@ 45oC in Watts

CD@ 45oC in Watts

EV @ 45oC in Watts

RMS

Max

RMS

RMS

Max

RMS

RMS

Max

RMS

Heat

Heat

Power

Heat

Heat

Power

Heat

Heat

Power

US06

456

4308

11684

298

1387

12985

2549

22223

32057

LA92

301

4384

8136

181

693

8724

833

6865

17316

UDDS

132

1357

5393

103

528

5848

374

3667

10915

HWFET 211

2520

5916

159

489

9022

515

2609

16398

Drive
Cycle

CS = Charge Sustaining mode, CD = Charge Depleting mode, EV = Electric Vehicle mode

It can be seen that US06 drive cycle is producing the maximum amount of
thermal energy during the operation. We consider the worst case scenario of driving the
vehicle in a desert with all the power demand is met by the batteries. That is the vehicle is
running in electric vehicle mode. It can be seen that for this scenario, the total thermal
loads produced is 2549.8 W. Thus, each of the modules are producing approximately
510 W of thermal energy. The internal thermal resistance value of the battery cell is 4.8
o

C /W. This value is a very high number which provides insulation for the heat to be

transferred into the cold plate. Therefore the cold plate should be kept at a very low
temperature in order to provide the necessary potential of heat flow into the cold plate
and reject heat. The heat transferred into the cold plate thus depends on the temperature
on the cold plate.
Reviewing the state of art of cooling plates, it was determinate that the best way
to cool the batteries is to run several small serpentines thought an aluminum cooling
plate. The bottom part of the module is used as a contact point for the cooling plate. In
addition, module has aluminum plates between the cells that allow a better flow of heat.
It is important to note that the module has a high thermal mass that make difficult to cool
the battery system in an EV mode at 45oC.
For the cold plate design of the ESS, Missouri S&T EcoCAR team uses channel
flow in serpentines inside the cold plate as shown in Figure 3.23. Each module has eight
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serpentines that are connect to a manifold. The plates are connected in series but the
serpentines are connected in parallel.

Figure 3.23. Cooling plate design for each module

3.5. FAILURE ANALYSIS
In order to perform a correct failure analysis of the Electrical Storage System,
Missouri S&T EcoCAR team is developing a Fault Tree Analysis to identify all the
possible events and the consequences in the ESS operation. Missouri S&T used
BLOCKSIMS 7® part of the family ReliaSoft Office as the software tool. Blocksims
allows the user to perform a deductive and inductive analysis. There are several blocks
that the software provide the users such as the "OR", "AND", "INHIBIT", "TRIGGER
EVENT". The top event is identified as the failure of the Electrical Storage System. Since
the ESS is an integration of several systems, some of them mechanical, electrical, and
controls the ESS failure has to be related with any of those systems. Figure 3.24 presents
the three first levels of failure of the Electrical Storage System. The ESS failure is
defined as failure in operation or safety. The assumptions of the ESS FTA are:


The FTA is considering a steady state of operation
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All the components will be assumed to be in the useful life in the bathlub curve,
the error of this assumption will cause a possible failure in the production part of
the curve.



The FTA is using a hardware approach.



The ESS is already located in the vehicle and operational.

Figure 3.24. FTA for ESS Failure

The six subsystems described above are detailed developed, they are: Cooling
System Failure, Other mechanical systems failure, control system hardware failure,
control system hardware failure, wiring system failure in the electrical system and
electrical components failure. Figure 3.25 presents the structural system failure, in this
FTA there are two trigger events that can required the actuation of two subsystems. The
first one is extreme structural conditions, i.e. the side or front crash collision that will
generate a side acceleration of 20g or a rollover accident which generates an acceleration
of 8g upside down. The second trigger accident would be the wrong operation of the
ESS modules which will partially o totally produce dangerous gases, this event will
required the operation of the venting system, the rupture disc/valve might be the critical
component in this scenario. The other sub-systems of failure are described in Figure 3.2630
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Figure 3.25. FTA for Mechanical Systems Failures
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Figure 3.26. FTA for Cooling System Failure
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Figure 3.27. FTA for ESS Controls Failure
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Figure 3.28. FTA for Control Hardware Failure
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Figure 3.29. FTA for Wiring Failure
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Figure 3.30. FTA for Electrical Devices Failure

There had been indentified 107 basic events between the threes system that may
cause the failure of the ESS. The interaction between the controls, electrical and
mechanical events are critical for the ESS. It is hard to isolate the events because one non
failure event in the mechanical system can cause a failure in the control system.
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4. COSTS ANALYSIS

The reason of the present chapter is to illustrate the current costs of developing a
high voltage electrical storage system for an extended range vehicle. The main
component, which is the lithium ion modules and the corresponding power electronics,
has been donated from A123 Systems®.
Moreover, the engineering of developing the cooling system, electrical system
and structural analysis is another factor no considered in this document. It took for to the
team almost a year to determinate the best location of the ESS in the vehicle and to
develop the casing going through several prototypes.
The other main components such as the DC/DC converter and the high voltage
charger were bought from BRUSA® accumulating a total cost of $35,000. These include
controls software and standard high voltage wiring. The ESS PDM was entirely
developed in the electrical area of the Missouri S&T EcoCAR team. The design was
perform for the engineering team as well as the electrical senior design team.
In the Mechanical point of view the original design presented in this document
was on steel basis with a total cost in material of $2,500 due the weight limit and
manufacturability the team decide to develop a second prototype in aluminum with a
materials cost of $5,000 the detailed description of material cost are presented in
APPENDIXE B. The team received the manufacturing of these components as a donation
of Bachman Machine Company. In addition, other minor costs for the case are the hex
bolts Grade 12.9 representing $300, vibration isolators $25, nylon straps $60, rupture disc
$80, and other minor accessories $100.
The total cost of the battery case was $40,656. This number represents an
important opportunity for future manufacturing research to reduce the cost and hence
make this technology commercial.
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

An entire high voltage pack was develop in Missouri S&T as part of the EcoCAR:
The NeXt Challenge competition and it is presented in this document, the design
considered several aspects and requirements such as weight, exhaust venting, cooling
systems, electrical systems, vibration isolation and structural support. The ESS represents
one of the most important components in the develop of the Missouri S&T EcoCAR team
Fuel Cell Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle.
The several pathways to produce hydrogen and electricity make the FC-PHEV an
ultimate vehicle and it represents a great opportunity of sustainable transportation. These
vehicles can run entirely by renewable energies and hence be a ZERO emissions vehicle
from Well to the Wheel.
There are several researches on extended range vehicles, some of the main
challenges are the cooling systems, battery chemical and increasing the efficiency of
power electronics such as inverters and DC/DC converters. Similarly to the PEM Fuel
Cell, the cost of manufacturing of this type in mass production represents a great
opportunity of future research.
The next step of this prototype is to develop a refrigerant cooling system to cool
the batteries in all EV mode, the goal is to increase the temperature difference. Another
possibility is to run the cooling system between the cells of the prismatic module to
reduce the thermal mass of the modules.
Moreover, the functionality of this ESS would increase if the team is able to
remove the air bag sensor to relocate under the ESS and relocate the ESS in a lower
position. Add ergonometric to the shape of the battery case to increase the consumer
acceptability is an important factor that can be improved in this prototype.
The original design of the ESS was on steel basis, but the team moves to
aluminum structure to reduce the weight of the case. The next step of this prototype is to
use carbon fiber or composite materials. In a mass production case the carbon fiber
option would be the most feasible solution.
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The objective of the Fault Tree Analysis is to identify all possible events that
might cause a system failure. This analysis can be improved if the probabilities of each
components failure are added. The software used for the team allows the user to calculate
the final probability of failure and move to a Design Failure Mode Effects Analysis
(DFMEA).
The total cost of the ESS is $40,656 however this price does not include the cost
of the lithium-ion modules which represents the main cost. The total weight of the system
is 322.65 kg which represents an energy/ weight ratio of 46.59 Wh/kg.
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APPENDIX A.
RUPTURE DISC FOR EXHAUST SYSTEM
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APPENDIX B.
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS FOR THE ESS
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Part

Quantity

Dimensions
In.

Description

Total
Price

4

8.26” x
2.36” x
25.75”
Thickness 0.38”

4” x 3” x 240” Thickness3/8”
Two steel angles can be
placed side by side to get a
total of 8 inch. Accordingly
the length of 25.7” can be
cut apart. This is done both
horizontally and vertically.
The total 240” can be used
for all 4 beams.

$244.80

2

2.3” x 1.88”
x 51.6”
Thickness0.31”

3” x 2” x 48”
Thickness-3/8”
Two steel angles can be
placed one above the other
to get a U shape

$53.04

2

18.1” x
13.97” x
2.36”
Thickness0.38”

2

3.14” x 3.14”
x 31.5”
Thickness0..13”

2” x 2” x 24”
Thickness - 3/8”
Two angles to be used one
in horizontal and another in
vertical direction and
are welded to get the
suitable dimensions.

3” x 2” x 72”
Thickness - ¼”
Two angles put side by side
are welded to get the
suitable dimensions.

$42.24

$30.96
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3” x 2” x 48”
Thickness - ¼”
Two angles put side by side
are welded to get the
suitable dimensions.

1

3.14” x 3.14”
x 43.7”
Thickness0..15”

1

8.54” x
19.68” x
11.81”

Two steels plates of
dimensions:
12” x 24” x ¼” and 12” x
12” x ¼”
are welded.

$52.16

2

25.7” x 10.1”
x 0.2”

24” x 12” x ¼”

$62.88

2

28.74” x
13.07” x 0.2”

24” x 12” x ¼”

$62.88

$20.64
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1

46” x 13” x
8”

Two sheets are welded :
48” x 12” x 3/8” and 12” x
12” x 3/16”

$102.36

1

750” x 650”
x 209”

Three sheets are welded:
48” x 12” x ¼”

$158.64

1

45.7” x 0.47”
x 0.78”

1-1/2” X ½” X 48”
Thickness-1/8”

$10.08

2

2” x 2” x 46”
Thickness¼”

2” x 2” x 48”
Thickness-1/4”

$31.36
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2

2” x 2” x
12.63”
Thickness¼”

2” x 2” x 24”
Thickness-1/4”

$15.68

4

25.7” x 0.47”
x 0.78”

1-1/2” X 1/2” X 24”
Thickness-1/8”

$20.16

2

45.2” x 7.9”
x 2”
Thickness¼”

48” x 12” x ¼” and 12” x
12” x ¼” welded together

$147.20

2

37.2” x 6.53”
x 0.78”

48” X 12” X ¾”

$576.54

1

13” X 7.9” X
0.35”

12” X 12” X 3/8”

$36.08
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1

1.57” x 1.57”
x 7.5”
Thickness¼”

1.5” x 1.5” x 24”
Thickness-1/4”

$5.84

2

29.7” X
0.78” X
0.39”
Thickness2.8”

1-1/2” X ½” X 48”
Thickness-1/8”

$10.08

1

15.74” x 9.8”
x 0.19”

24” x 12” x ¼”

$31.44

1

46.24” x
35.43” x
0.26”

48” x 48” x ¼”

$114.24

2

24.54” x
20.27” x
1.06”

24” x 24” x 1”

$530.08

2

21.45” x
0.46” x 0.35”

1-1/2” x ½” x 48”
Thickness-1/8”

$10.08
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2

2” x 2” x
15.35”

2” x 2” x 24”
Thickness-1/4”

$7.84

2

2” x 2” x
21.34”

2” x 2” x 24”
Thickness-1/4”

$7.84

2

1.6” x 1.6” x
7.4”

2” x 2”x 24”
Thickness-1/4”

$7.84

1

16.5” x 8.54”
x 0.39”

24” X 12” X 3/8”

$52.16

2+2

21.45” x
0.59” x 0.25”
and
20.45” x
1.04” x
0.141”

12” x 12” x ¼”

$20.72
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